1. Introduction. Various nonlinear problems, not accessible to standard existence theorems, led to new techniques which allowed the solution of the isometric embedding problem (J. Nash . The proof of this theorem is elementary; the real difficulty, however, lies in showing that the assumptions can be met in the relevant applications. We mention as a new application the perturbation theory of invariant tori of dimension m^n of globally Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms defined on a 2#-dimensional symplectic manifold, in which we were able to verify those assumptions. The proof will be published elsewhere. I am indebted to J. Moser for acquainting me with small divisor problems.
for ƒ e X a , ue y" z eZ a and O^or'^cr. In Y a we have a second norm || || ff such that lwl,<; ||w||, and \\u\\ a ,<: \\u\\ a for ueY a and a'^a. For fixed N>0 and lg:i?>0 we define the open balls iV, = {ƒ e X. | l/l, < N} c= X" tf, = {i* G Y, I lul, < R} c y, and £, = {uey,|||uL<K} c y ff .
Let iF(-, •) be a mapping into Z 0 which is defined for every (ƒ, u) G X,x y ff belonging to N a xR a for some o*>0, and which is continuous as a mapping from N a xR ff into Z,/ for every O^c/^o*. The aim is to solve for a given ƒ in some N a9 F(f w)=0, u in some y,>, cr^c, assuming that |F(/, Wo)!, is sufficiently small. We make the following hypothesis in which a, j8, y, K l9 K 2 , JKT 3 >0 are fixed.
(i) Taylor formula. For every a in 0<cr^l and every feN a the mapping F(f •) from JR, c y, into Z,,, o'<o, has a Fréchet derivative dF(f u) at every w G $,, and for w, 
PROOF. We use Newton's method but replace the inverse of dF(f u) (which need not exist) with the approximate right inverse rj(f u) to define a sequence (u n ), ne Z^ which (as we prove) converges to a solution of F(f 9 u)=0. Let K=max{l 9 K t } 9 l^/^3, A=4, ^=A/2, K=|, «yrzgr 1 and exp(-|)=A:-3 -2-3^+1 ). Set a n = (7/2 • (1 + exp(~^Ac n )), r w+1 = i(a n+1 + a n )
We then have a n+1 <T n+1 <a n and lim<r w =cr/2 as n->co. We define inductively the sequence (u n ) by w 0 and (9) w w+1 = w w + u w , v n = -rç(/, w n )W> wj), n ;> 0.
To simplify the notation we omit the ƒ's in the following. Using induction we prove the statements S n \
with OO^l to be determined later on. *S 0 is valid if \F(f 9 
Assuming the validity of S i9 i= 1, 2, ••-,n, we prove S w+1 . Since w n+1 , w w G J? rf|+1 c j? s +i , it follows for
using (i) and (ii) :
(a n -0 n+ iT
From this estimate («+1)1 follows immediately. Using then (9) and (4), (5), (6) one easily verifies (n + l) (2) (3) (4) . From (nl) we now conclude that F(f 9 u n )->0 in Z a/2 as H->OO. Since u n+1 -u n =v n9 it follows from (nl) that (w w ) is a Cauchy sequence in Y a/2 . Calling lim u n =u we conclude from the continuity of Using the methods of J. Moser [6] , [9] we get a perturbation theory for hyperbolic tori in the differentiable case. The proofs will appear elsewhere.
